Figure 1: Thermus thermophilus 70S ribosome (PDB ID: 2WDK) rendered with no Depth of Field effect (left) and using our approach focusing on near structures (center) and far away structures (right).
INTRODUCTION
To better understand the underlying mechanisms of life, it is essential to investigate the structure of molecules. Considering the structure-follows-function paradigm, the understanding of a protein's structure for instance can give essential hints about its role in metabolic pathways. Furthermore, when dealing with more than one molecule, their structure can give us clues about potential binding sites for molecule interactions. Besides those cases requiring depictions of individual molecules, visualizing the multitude of molecules within the crowded environment of the cell also calls for improved spatial comprehension. While modern life science technologies result in detailed molecular models as well as simulations containing hundreds of thousands of instances, enabling an improved spatial comprehension of these models can be challenging. As a consequence, modern visualization algorithms often struggle with the complexity of the data, which renders the application of advanced techniques tailored for improved spatial comprehension difficult.
In recent years, several visualization algorithms have been developed for improving the spatial comprehension of complex data sets, as they are acquired through imaging or result from simulations. These algorithms can be roughly classified into two groups: physically-inspired and illustrative algorithms. While physicallyinspired algorithms are often based on the fundamental physical principles underlying light transport, illustrative algorithms borrow from traditional hand drawn depictions. In this paper, we tackle the problems related to spatial comprehension of large molecular data sets, by proposing a physically-inspired DoF algorithm which has specifically been developed for molecular data sets as illustrated in Figure 1 . DoF techniques emerged from computer graphics, where they are often used to generate more realistic renderings. By depicting objects sharp in the focus area and increasing their blur depending on the distance to the focus area, these algorithms mimic the behavior of real world camera lenses.
As DoF is so widely used in photography, it has also received attention within scientific visualization for Focus+Context (F&C) [8, 23, 22] purposes. F&C is a general concept for directing the viewers attention onto certain parts of picture, and in scientific visualization its usage is motivated by exploration of large complex structures. Furthermore, as large complex structures normally contain small and large varying spatial locations, an adaptive F&C based on depth such as DoF becomes essential, as the focus needs to be controlled to correctly visualize the data in the desired context. More recently, DoF techniques have also been utilized in visualization where it has been shown that they have a positive effect on the depth perception of complex scenes [4] .
While volumetric DoF techniques can be directly integrated into the volume rendering process [20] , image-based post-processing techniques are often used for surface-based models. This is due to the fact that the physically-correct multi-sampling approach, which directly takes into account the lens geometry, often forbids interactive frame rates due to the increased sampling complexity, while the image-based post-processing effects can be applied in real-time. Unfortunately, they introduce artifacts, such as incorrect DoF effects along the silhouettes of occluding objects (see Figure 2) . As inter-atom occlusions are predominant in molecular data sets, it is mandatory to resolve this issue while still allowing for interactive data exploration. To avoid this artifacts and still enable interactive frame rates, we propose a novel object-based algorithm for realizing DoF effects for MD data sets.
To address the shortcomings related to image-based DoF effects, we analyzed the nature of DoF effects as generated by a physicallycorrect multi-sampling renderer, and derived an object-based algorithm from these observations. The core idea of the proposed algorithm is to exploit the observed analogy between semi-transparency and the blur inherent to DoF effects. Therefore, we introduce a reformulated circle of confusion (CoC) calculation, which can be separated into two components. The first component is solely dependent on the optical parameters of the camera, while the second component only depends on an object's location with respect to the focal distance. By exploiting this calculation, we can achieve object-based DoF effects with a single sample per pixel only. While this approach results in significantly faster rendering times as compared to multi-sampling approaches, we will show that the visual results match those which can be achieved with modern, physicallycorrect DoF renderers.
RELATED WORK
DoF rendering techniques were pioneered by Potmesil and Chakravarty with their discussion of approximating the thin lens model [17] . They developed a complex camera model for producing synthetic images which serves as an alternative for simple pinhole camera projections. Later, Cook et al. applied distributed ray tracing to produce DoF effects by randomly sampling multiple rays per pixel on the surface of a lens [2] . Thus, they could generate accurate DoF effects by simulating light transport between the camera and the scene whereby the pixel contributions are calculated across multiple samples instead of one ray originating from a single point. As multiple rays result in varying visibility for each pixel, this method correctly considers partial occlusion between objects. In particular, this method inherently handles some of the common artifacts that can occur during DoF computation such as intensity leakages and depth discontinuities which occur in modern imagebased methods [3] . However, in order to obtain accurate results with multi-sampling, a high number of samples is required, which renders this method computationally too expensive for real-time applications. To tackle these performance problems, an alternative approach was formulated by Haeberli and Akeley to approximate DoF effects by using the z-buffer together with an accumulation buffer [7] . Instead of casting multiple rays, a scene is rendered in several passes from different positions on the lens and the accumulated result is blended. While a high number of passes leads to accurate DoF results, this method can generate convincing DoF effects at interactive frame rates by using fewer passes.
In subsequent years, several methods were developed to approximate DoF computations with the goal to obtain real-time rendering. This new stream of DoF rendering algorithms is referred to as image-based, post-filtering methods. This group of techniques exploits blurring to obtain DoF effects, whereby the blur can be achieved by using a single or multiple layers. In single layer approaches a scattering technique can be used in which the pixel values are scattered to neighboring pixels within the CoC in image space. Then the scattered pixels are accumulated and blended after depth sorting. Shinya used random multi-sampling to achieve jittering that circumvents the partial occlusion problem which demands additional computational costs [21] . As an alternative to the scattering approach, blurring can also be achieved by gathering pixel values from neighboring pixels within the CoC. As gathering is realized by using filtering techniques, visual artifacts like intensity leakages are almost unavoidable. Both, scattering and gathering as single layer, post-filtering methods, do not address blurring discontinuities. With the aid of multi-layer approaches it is possible to address partial occlusion artifacts effectively by taking the object space into account. Therefore, the scene is decomposed into several distinct layers that do not overlap in depth. Each of these layers is then blurred before the layers are composited in back-to-front order. Based on this approach many methods have been proposed to achieve DoF effects, e.g., [14, 18] . Instead, our method is related to the scattering paradigm. However, we avoid explicit scattering of pixels to neighbors by associating object silhouettes with the CoC and by using our coverage-based opacity estimation in the silhouette area. Thus, the proposed algorithm works in object space and allows partial occlusions to affect the rendering result, as it happens in ground truth multi-sampling DoF solutions.
High quality renderings of opaque complex molecular structures has been achieved in real-time for quite some time [15] . However, representations of DoF effects have been largely omitted. To our knowledge, the only exception is the work by Kauker et al., which introduces a so-called Puxel data structure as a discretized scene representation [12] . The authors briefly mention that by combining this data structure with quads of different sizes, a blurring which simulates DoF effects could be achieved. However, in contrast to our technique, they do not address how to capture the desired multisampling effects.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
DoF can be defined as a region in object space where the object of interest within the DoF appears sharp, while objects that are not in the DoF appear blurry when transformed to image space. The degree of blurriness varies with the distance from the DoF, hence it is possible to visually separate foreground and background in captured images. In photography, DoF effects are an important aspect in directing the focus of viewers to a specific region in an image and known for modifying various characteristics such as the aesthetic quality of an image. Furthermore, DoF effects are interpreted as depth cues by the human visual system, which makes DoF an effective way to improve spatial comprehension [9] . In the past, extensive studies have been conducted on various depth cues and on DoF in particular [14, 4] .
Thin Lens Model
Although, photography cameras are based on complex optical systems, in computer graphics often a thin lens model is used to produce photo-realistic images [17] . Part of the simplicity of this model results from the ray optics representations using a Gaussian lens formula
where f is the focal length of the lens, d is the distance to the object in front of the lens, and d is the distance to the image sensor or image plane behind the lens as shown in Figure 3 . This model enables us to control the DoF using various parameters such as aperture size, focal distance and focal length of a lens, distance to the image sensor, as well as size of the image sensor and distance to the object. In Figure 3 , point F is at focal distance d focus and the image plane lies at d focus . Accordingly, by using (1) the distance to the image plane d focus can be computed as follows:
The points A and B are out of focus, and thus appear as blurred circles, the CoC, on the image plane. Their images would appear sharp in front and behind of the image plane, respectively. The diameter of the CoC depends on the distance of an object from the lens as well as the aperture diameter. The aperture d a diameter is expressed as f-
The change in diameter of the CoC d coc for any point at distance d in front of the lens can be computed [17] according to the following equation:
Based on this equation it can be seen that the CoC for a given distance d is only dependent on the focal length, the aperture, and, of course, the focus distance. Figure 4 shows the diameter of the CoC for a given parameter set. At the focal distance d focus of 1 m, the CoC function is discontinuous and evaluates to zero, i.e. yielding a sharp image on the image plane. For smaller values, the diameter increases drastically whereas for larger distances the CoC diameter converges. To prevent the evaluation of Equation 3, the CoC diameter is often approximated with a piecewise linear function defined through four segments [19] .
OUR APPROACH
Based on the theoretical background discussed above, we were able to come up with an alternative DoF formulation, which has specifically been developed for molecular visualization. In this section, we detail this formulation by first describing the enabling observations which we could derive from a physically correct DoF rendering process.
CoC Calculation
In contrast to previous work, we propose to use the precise CoC diameter while at the same time reducing the computational cost for evaluating Equation 3 . This can be achieved by exploiting the following observation. When considering the CoC diameter of the ratio d focus to d instead of simply using the distance d, a linear relation emerges (see red line in Figure 4 ). More interestingly, the slopes of both lines are equal, apart from the sign. Using (3) and let d be d focus 2 , the slope m is given by:
where the slope is independent of the distance d. To obtain the correct CoC diameter from the slope m we only have to multiply it by d focus d and shift it along the x axis by 1, thus yielding
As a consequence, the CoC calculation is reduced to a mere subtraction, one division, and one multiplication with the precalculated slope. Please note that the result of (5) is identical to (3) and thus matches the blue curve in Figure 4 . This simplification is generally applicable not only to our approach but also to other DoF schemes like the one proposed by Scheuermann and Tatarchuck [19] .
DoF Multi-Sampling
Rendering engines relying on ray tracing typically employ a more or less sophisticated lens model to include DoF effects, e.g., the thin lens model described above. As described in Section 2, most of these renderers use a gathering approach, whereby multiple rays per pixel are shot into the scene collecting color information which is then merged. Figure 5 illustrates this multi-sampling approach for a single pixel. The lens area within the open aperture is covered by random samples which serve as origins for the rays. Depending on the number of samples the resulting image will feature some noise, whereby the more samples are used the less variation is contained in the result. The focal point lying on the view ray originating from the pixel, i.e., the position at the focal distance d focus , is used to determine the direction of the sampled rays. Thus, all rays are restricted to a double cone whose width corresponds to the CoC. Intersection tests are carried out for each ray and the final color of the pixel is determined by averaging the results. In the example of Figure 5 , four samples intersect with the spherical object whereas the remaining four samples hit nothing. This results in a mixture of object color and background to equal parts. We will elaborate on this effect and exploit it in the next section.
Coverage-Based Opacity Estimation
If a photograph is taken, objects outside the DoF region appear blurry and transparent, which can also be observed in artificial scenes rendered with DoF. As seen in Figure 6 , the outlying regions of a sphere appear as if they are rendered semi-transparently since the parts of the background are also contributing to the pixel colors. As described above, employing multi-sampling for DoF averages the individual ray contributions with equal weights, whereby a coverage of half the samples leads to 50 % of the contribution (cf. Figure 5) . If it is possible to confirm a correlation of the coverage and the apparent transparency, we could estimate at any point the opacity of a certain object with respect to its CoC.
To investigate this correlation, we set up a scene containing a white disk facing the camera and a black background. The disk is positioned so that the view is centered on its fringe as depicted in Figure 7 (a) . The scene was rendered with the physically-based Mitsuba renderer [10] at a resolution of 512×512 pixels using 1024 samples per pixel whereby only the lens aperture has been changed in this experiment (Figure 7 (b)-(d) ). of the pixel intensities of a central horizontal lines running through each of the resulting images. Since the disk features a constant color, we can directly interpret the data values as opacity. The slight variation in the signals is caused by randomized sampling. Following the notion of area coverage, we can describe the radial opacity of the disk with the help of a sampling point moving radially outward. The CoC disk is centered at the sampling point and the CoC radius is determined from the object's distance to the camera. As long as the CoC disk is entirely covered by the object, the result is fully opaque. Similarly, as soon as the CoC disk no longer intersects with the object, the object no longer contributes and, thus, appears transparent for these sample positions. In between, the opacity varies as does the overlap between both, object and CoC disk. Since the object is a circular disk, we can compute the overlap A as the sum of two circle segments. By normalizing the overlap A with respect to the area of the CoC disk we obtain a local coverage measure. When we apply this measure to our test scene, this analytical solution matches nicely with the results obtained from the renderings (see Figure 7 , bottom). Hence, we can conclude that it is possible to relate the blur of DoF effects to a coverage-based transparency representation. Please note that the maximum opacity is determined by the ratio of object area to CoC disk area.
The concept of using a disk-disk intersection to compute the opacity value for a DoF calculation can also be applied to spherical objects. Please note that the overlap calculation does not take the spatial extent along the viewing direction into consideration. Figure 8 shows the difference in our experimental scene where the difference between a disk and a sphere with the same radius was about 10 % in the outer regions. However, in our main application, the visualization of molecular data, this error is hardly noticeable due to the small atom radii in combination with blending. 
DOF IN MOLECULAR VISUALIZATION
In principal the derived coverage-based DoF representation is applicable to arbitrary geometry. However, within the context of this paper we apply it to molecular visualizations, more specifically to glyph-based atom rendering. Therefore, we realize our coveragebased DoF representation by increasing the radius r Atom of an atom by the CoC radius, r CoC . This increment is neglected for atoms lying in the focal plane since their computed r CoC radius is close to zero. The enlarging of the glyph silhouette is done at each atom position which is the center of its silhouette. This results in a silhouette extent region in addition to the original silhouette of the atom, i.e., r ext = r Atom + r CoC . For the region within r Atom − r CoC and r Atom + r CoC as shown in Figure 9 , we then introduce an opacity fall-off modeled according to our observations shown in Figure 7 . We call the region covering the fall-off in image space the blur disk.
Due to its semi-transparent nature, the fall-off opacity will permit atoms lying behind the blur disk to be visible (cf. Figure 9 ). Consequently, it enables to see through semi-transparent points in unfocused regions, which resembles the partial occlusion effects previously only achieved through multi-sampling DoF methods (cf. Section 4.2). Figure 10 illustrates this see through based on a simple scene that has atoms with the CoC silhouette extent varying with respect to the focal plane. A ray cast through the scene can pass through the blur disk and gather contributions along the ray for the respective screen pixel. Figure 11 shows the results of applying our approach to a simple scene containing three atoms. The scene consists of a blue atom in the front occluding a gray atom in the middle and an orange one in the back. As it can be seen our coverage-based opacity estimation realizes DoF effects in a convincing way, as it also captures partial occlusions. We would like to point out again that this contribution of occluded structures is not possible with traditional image-based methods, while our method can capture these effects and thus enables to achieve an image quality similar to those of multi-sampling methods.
IMPLEMENTATION
Our approach is implemented in C++ and OpenGL with GLSL. The glyphs are rendered using a billboard approach conducted in screen space where the silhouette of an atom is determined [6, 5] , whereby within each silhouettes we perform ray-sphere intersections. This technique enables us to perform ray casting for each silhouette in the fragment shader. During this process, we compute depth, normal, and intersection points within the silhouette region, which are used for illumination of the three dimensional spheres representing atoms [5] . Each atom glyph is aware of its extended radius r ext and also the radius r Atom of the original atom.
Using the extended radius r ext , we can construct a spherical sur- face which forms the CoC hull of the blur disk and with r Atom we can construct the true spherical surface of the atom. We refer to the original atom with r Atom as the inner sphere, whereas the extended CoC hull is denoted as outer sphere. Atom rendering. As our DoF representation exploits semitransparency, depth sorting is required to obtain a correct blending. In our initial implementation, we have used per-pixel linked lists [24] (PPLL) to achieve depth sorting for the fragments generated for all inner and outer spheres. Unfortunately, for complex scenes this lead to an overflow of our lists, which resulted in visual artifacts. Therefore, we have reduced the entries to be written to the linked lists to those fragments generated by the outer spheres only. As these are the only semi-transparent structures in the scene, we can initially generate a depth buffer image for the inner spheres, and discard the fragments of the outer spheres in a z-buffer test against this depth buffer. This procedure reduces the number of entries in the linked lists drastically, and thus enables artifact-free rendering even for complex scenes.
Thus, our algorithm initially renders the inner spheres into a depth and a color buffer. Based on the resulting depth buffer, the outer spheres are processed, whereby those fragments lying in front of the closest inner sphere fragment are written to a pixel linked list. In the next pass, these PPLL are sorted, and the semi-transparent fragments are used as entry and exit points in a fragment shader to compute the semi-transparent contributions lying in between them. Thus, the sorting results in correct blending of the semi-transparent structures and thus achieves convincing DoF effects. While the depth values in the first pass can be computed in the same manner as in the original glyph-based ray-casting, computation of shading values requires some special considerations. Shading computation. When computing the shading for inner and outer spheres, it is essential that no shading discontinuities appear. Therefore, an appropriate shading transition is required between these spheres. Figure 12 (a) and (e) show shading discontinuities as they appear when only using the normals of the inner sphere (a) or the outer sphere (e) for the shading computation. To avoid these discontinuities, we propose different normal interpolation schemes which take into account the normals and intersection points at the inner sphere (atom) and the outer sphere (hull):
• Merged position. Compute the intersection points on both outer and inner spheres. Interpolate a new intersection point p between the computed intersection points. Obtain the normal at p and compute the shading (see Figure 12 (b)).
• Merged normals. Compute intersection points on both outer and inner spheres. Obtain individual normals at each intersection. Interpolate new normal from the obtained normals and compute the shading (see Figure 12 (c)).
• Mixed shading. Compute the intersection points of the outer and inner sphere. Obtain individual normals at each intersection. Compute the shading at each intersection point separately and blend the results (see Figure 12 (d)).
As Figure 12 (d) delivered the most convincing results in all cases, we have used mixed shading in our implementation.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Image quality. As shown in Figure 10 in our approach view rays pass through the expanded glyphs and hit other glyphs lying behind the blur disk. As a consequence, the coverage-based opacity fall-off applied to the outer regions of the enlarged atoms simulates a realistic blur effect, which is usually only achievable by multi-sampling based DoF renderers. To illustrate the applicability of our method to real world MD data sets, we use data provided by the RCSB protein data base (PDB) [1, 16] . The used colors in all our results are assigned based on the residue color schemes used in standard molecular visualization packages, such as Jmol [11] . Figure 13 compares the result of our interactive approach with the outcome of using a physically-based ray tracing in the Mitsuba renderer. We used 2,500 samples per pixel in Mitsuba to suppress most of the sampling-related noise requiring a total render time of about 12 minutes. Reducing the number of samples to 625 per pixel reduces the render time to 3 minutes while featuring some noise. Figure 15 depicts different DoF settings within our algorithm for the human protein kinase (MEK2) and a ribosome (Thermus thermophilus 70S). Another molecular structure of the ribosome is depicted in Figure 1 .
Rendering performance. Table 1 shows the frame rate measured on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN. The molecular data is rendered with three setups inorder to measure performance. First setup is PPLL disabled and without DoF. Second setup with PPLL enabled and without DoF. Finally the same data is rendered PPLL enabled and with DoF . The overhead for initializing the PPLLs affected our performance significantly, while the computation of the DoF effect itself consumed rather little time. As discussed in Section 6, exploiting the z-buffer test to identify the PPLL objects has shown significant reduction in GPU memory usage (see Figure 14) . Application and expert opinion. We applied our DoF effect in three exploration scenarios. In the first scenario, free 3D navigation was used together with a fixed focus distance. In the second scenario, the user could point and click to define the focus distance with respect to the selected structure. In the third scenario, focus distance is varied sequentially to follow or focus a series of atoms in a static position. We have applied this mode as a semantic DoF effect [13] to charge transport simulation data, where the goal is to follow the flow of charge through molecule residues of solar panel cells. We questioned domain experts regarding the usefulness and applicability of DoF in this context. They stated that they like the idea of focusing on a small region within one molecule, while being also able to apply a semantic DoF for highlighting individual atoms. Another expert remarked that in his opinion DoF is of particular importance for attention guidance when trying to show or explain certain features to another person.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced coverage-based opacity estimation for interactive DoF in molecular visualization. Based on observations made from physically-correct DoF effects, we were able to propose a novel DoF algorithm which exploits object semitransparency instead of object blur. The algorithm is specifically tailored towards molecular visualizations, where it exploits the instance-based nature of the data to be visualized. By only requiring a single sample per pixel our algorithm supports interactive visualization, while not suffering from the occlusion-based artifacts often encountered when dealing with image-based DoF algorithms (cf. Figure 2) . We have applied the algorithm to several real-world data sets and could show that the image fidelity is comparable to physically-based solutions.
While the proposed algorithm enables us to achieve convincing results, we see several opportunities for future work. Our method can be easily adapted to molecular representations such as stick and space-filling models, but it could be challenging to apply it to ribbon models which involve complex geometry. While van-derWaals spheres are one of the simpler molecule representations, we would like to investigate the application to more complex representations, such as solvent-accessible surface or solvent-excluded surfaces. As both of these representations can be achieved by using the rolling-ball metaphor, we are optimistic that the presented concepts can be helpful. Besides this, we would also like to investigate in which areas general geometries can benefit from our approach, when it is applied in areas outside molecular visualization. In this case, the challenge is to realize the outer shell of individual structures. One possibility is to deduce a distance map from individual structures rendered as image masks and use the contour of the deduced distance map to obtain the outer shell. At the moment our illumination compensation approach is based on a linear interpolation scheme. To be able to deal with textured surfaces, we would like to investigate how more complex mechanisms can be exploited to deal with richer surface details while at the same time improving the quality for specular highlights.
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